Recent literature results have highlighted the role of small transition metal and intermetallic nanoparticles supported on graphene as catalysts for many key applications in energy and commodity chemicals industries. Specifically, metal nanoparticle catalysts down to sizes of 4 and even 1 (single atom catalysts) on graphene have been studied for the Oxygen Reduction Reaction (ORR). A recent study showed that 4-atom transition metal intermetallic nanoparticles (NP) on graphene (metal-decorated graphene (MDG)) even generate a predictive Volcano Plot for ORR activity. Initial results from that study were not completely explained, and an expanded analysis and discussion built from that work is presented in this manuscript. Specifically, in this new work, the original Volcano Plot for 4-atom MDG NP catalysts for the ORR is analyzed for its counter-intuitive thermodynamic inversion between the rate limiting steps of O* hydrogenation and OH* hydrogenation. The Volcano Plot is then further studied for dependence on solvent correction energy, system pH, and with an initial probe on the sensitivity of descriptor values on doping of the graphene support via B and N atoms. Recommendations for optimum 4-atom MDG NP catalyst operation for the ORR are provided, and directions for future work and study are provided.
Introduction
Graphene and graphene-metal hybrid systems have received considerable attention recently as a novel material(s) for applications in catalysis. Specifically, graphene itself has been considered in the context of both being an active catalyst for reactions such as the ORR, OER, HER, NRR, and more (the Oxygen Reduction, the Oxygen Evolution, the Hydrogen Evolution, and the Nitrogen Reduction Reactions, respectively). It has also been functionalized, doped, and used as a support for nanoparticle anchoring (metal-decorated graphene (MDG)) [1] [2] [3] [4] .
In this work we present a detailed expansion, examination, and explanation of the results from recently presented calculations to further examine the extent to which MDG (via small 4 atom nanoparticles) can function to effectively up or downshift the adsorption energy of oxygen and hydroxyl species [5] . (These species typically function as a proxy for reaction activity for the ORR in general [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .) The hydrogenation of oxygen to hydroxyl is often the slowest or next to slowest step in the oxygen reduction reaction when considered on oxophilic base metal catalyst surfaces; the thermodynamics of these steps alone is often limiting regardless of and in addition to the kinetic overbarriers. As the ORR currently relies on platinum-based or platinum-metal-group (PMG) based catalysts for high rate and efficiency (low overpotential), we seek to understand and identify novel minimizations were performed until the total force on all relaxed atoms were below total magnitudes of 0.03 eV/Å. The structures described in this manuscript were all placed in a total surface cell containing at least 16 Å of vacuum (16 Å having been identified as a spacing that achieved convergence of total energy per cell and minimal Bader charge on the "vacuum"). Surface supercells were constructed to minimize effects from lateral particle-particle interactions; as such, cells were large enough that metal nanoparticles were separated by at least 8 Å in x and y directions (more specifically, the in-plane directions as measured relative to the plane of graphene). Dipole corrections were applied in the direction parallel to the surface normal although prior work showed the magnitude of this effect to be minimal [5] . Free energies were computed in the formalism previously adopted [5, 8, 9] . For the remainder of this manuscript, denotation of species with a tailing superscripted * indicates they are chemisorbed to an MDG NP. An example of O* therefore means chemisorbed monoatomic oxygen on the corresponding MDG NP. Figure 1 shows a representative structure graphic of the materials studied and reported in this manuscript.
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Results and Discussion

Further Understanding Bandwith and Correlations for Hydrogenation of O* and OH* on Graphene (Counter-Intuitive Trends Explanation)
Adsorption energies in the context of this paper refer to the DFT Energy of the adsorbed species on the catalyst/support minus the sum of the species in the gas phase and the decorated graphene/nanoparticle 'surface'. This convention is denoted in the Equation (1) below.
These energies can be further extrapolated to free energies by accounting for change in entropy upon adsorption, zero point energy, and pH via the established approach of Nørskov et al. [8] . The adsorption energies of O and OH are presented in Figures 2 and 3 that follow. There are several interesting effects to be observed in each plot. Firstly, it should be noted in Figure 2 that the adsorption energy of monoatomic oxygen (O*) on these materials varies from approximately −5.5 eV to almost 0.0 eV (a bandwidth of 5.5 eV). This bandwidth is much larger than that seen on typical single surface face transition metal catalysts [5, 6, [8] [9] [10] 12 ]. Next, the same level of analysis can be applied to surface bound hydroxyl (OH*), as is presented in Figure 3 . Here these materials' adsorption energies vary from approximately −5.5 eV to almost −2.00 eV (a band width of 3.5 eV). It may not be immediately clear from Figures 2 and 3 whether these values are correlated in a linear fashion. However, previously published work has shown that overall there is enough 'linearity' in 
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However, previously published work has shown that overall there is enough 'linearity' in these systems and related systems to generate predictive volcano plots for the overall reaction mechanism(s) being postulated [5] . Specifically in the case of subnanometer MDG for the ORR (this work), the volcano plot(s) so far revealed but have not explained counter-intuitive results for base metal behavior in the ultra-small size regime of 4-atom NP. Figures 2 and 3 also show separately the similarities and differences for each species, catalyst, and site type for adsorption. The volcano plot(s) presented in this work involved a set of all typical ORR reaction mechanisms and elementary steps typically studied in aqueous media, including: O 2 dissociation, O hydrogenation, OH hydrogenation, O 2 hydrogenation, OOH dissociation, and H 2 O desorption. The specific elementary steps which form the RLS and volcano presented in this manuscript include OH hydrogenation/removal on the oxophilic side of the volcano, and O 2 hydrogenation and dissociation on the oxophilic side of the volcano [5] .
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We will return to our explanation of this effect later in the manuscript. Before doing so, it is obvious that several trends however do seem to immediately stand out from visual inspection of Figures 2 and 3. The top site is almost never the lowest energy site on these nanocatalysts. Of most important interest, we must point out the following:
Though it may (have been) be possible to intuitively deduce so a priori, AuPd intermetallics are the weakest oxygen binding species, (even more so than Au4 MDG NP) and hydroxyl bonding species as well; a somewhat surprising result given small particle size and the known behavior that AuPd can be tuned as novel and industrially viable peroxide synthesis catalysts with appreciable rate [9, 29, 30] . Figure 4 shows the striking similarity across all the possible compositional space and site-type space of the MDG materials reported in this work. Specifically, in Figure 4 we report the strong correlation between the OH* and O* binding energies as an ensemble. It can be seen from the reported statistics that the correlation is strong even though the bandwidths of O* and OH* adsorption energies are large and distributed. The reported slope of~0.5 for the linear correlation fit of the adsorption energy of ∆E adsOH * to ∆E adsO * across the various compositions and site-types is striking. This is because the typical slope reported for this correlation on the low Miller Index single crystal surface of the transition metals is typically on the order of 0.5 as well. This has traditionally been speculated or hypothesized to be intuitive due to the argument of bond-counting. That is to say-because H forms a shared covalent pair with one of the lone pair electrons in O, the bonding to the "surface" (here, NP) should scale as approximately 50% as strong as that of O* itself which can use both lone pair electrons to form chemisorption bonds to a surface it is interacting with. The results in this work show this hypothesis can generalize out to the smallest of metallic NP across all compositions and site-types and the general argument seems to hold. We are not aware of an exhaustive test of this to date in the literature. Although there is scatter in the data, the correlation r-square of~0.84 is as good as or better than those reported in other subnanometer catalyst studies in the literature [5, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] .
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2. The answer to why this is observed comes from the data presented in the correlation in Figure 4 and the data shown explicitly in Figure 5 . Figure 5 in fact shows there is a marked inversion in the qualitative and quantitative behavior of the ∆G adsOH * to ∆G adsO * formation between the MDG NP composed of more base-metals and those of more precious-metals composition. Because OH* is more stabilized (compared to single crystal surfaces previously studied in the ORR), on the weaker binding O* MDG systems, OH* formation becomes more exergonic. These materials typically have OOH* formation or cleavage as the RLS in the ORR formation on both the MDG systems reported in this work, as well as the traditional single crystal surfaces extensively studied to date. However, as oxophilicity of the MDG increases, OH* formation energies become subject to a competition between the stabilizing effect they have on the MDG NP itself as well as the overall enhanced bonding due to the oxophilicity of the MDG NP itself. Around a value of ∆G adsO *~= −3 eV, the transition occurs whereby this step in the ORR reaction mechanism switches from strongly exergonic to approximately thermoneutral (with some specific fluctuations above and below 0 as seen in Figure 5 ). This result explains why in our previously reported volcano plot, that even on small 4 atom NP with very large bandwidths of energies for formation of O* and OH*, there is no regime observed in the Volcano plot for ORR where the O* hydrogenation step is rate limiting.
Of further note, Pt/Pd systems, which are among the hypothetical best ORR catalysts for alloys made into larger NPs/single-crystal surfaces, show almost the most exergonic character for this specific reaction step in the overall ORR mechanism for these catalyst systems. This result implies there is clearly a size limit beyond which Pt or Pt-Pd based ORR catalysts must be critically limited in their overall performance due to this strong stabilization of OH* on them as ORR/MDG catalyst systems.
Sensitivity of Correlations and Volcano Plot to effects of Solvation and/or pH
In the preceding section, results were presented and discussed in the context of expanding on phenomena previously reported but not thoroughly explained; in this case, the inversion of the thermodynamic nature of various mechanistic steps in the overall ORR process on MDG NP. However, concerning the discussion in the preceding section(s), the free energy analysis, Volcano Plot(s), and conclusions were based on the approach of Nørskov et al and used a common solvation energy correction for potentially H-bond stabilized species (such as OH*), and assumed reaction to only occur at a condition of pH = 0 [5, 8, 9, 12] . Such an approach carries numeric limitations which might bias the conclusions drawn from a Volcano Plot study based on the corresponding assumptions and approximations; specifically, the relative location of various MDG NP with respect to the Volcano Plot maximum, as well as the shape, and rate at the Volcano Plot maximum may shift with changes to either the assumed solvation correction for H-bound species or for operation at differing pH.
In this section, results are presented which examine the effect(s) of changes to both solvation correction energy, as well as pH. For consistency with the known fact that ORR mechanisms can shift to using OH-instead of H + in alkaline media, we have not studied the effects past pH = 7 in this manuscript. In Figure 6 , results are presented which at pH = 0 vary the solvation correction from −0.45 eV/mol for each bond of an H-bound species to a value of 0.00 eV. These values correspond to the value used initially (−0.45 eV) in the previously reported study to a value of 0.00 eV, which implies that there is no physical or electrostatic stabilization of species such as OH* on the MDG NP when surrounded by aqueous solvent. While the latter case is likely not a physically relevant assumption, it provides an opposite limit for the possible behavior of this case of catalyst-support system for aqueous electrochemical ORR. The likely case for real working systems should possibly be an intermediate solvation correction energy-perhaps something like −0.35 or −0.20 eV/mol for each bond. Volcano Plots corresponding to values in this range are also presented in Figure 6 . Figures 7-9 , respectively reveal the effects of the same type of sensitivity analysis for solvation correction energy, but at pH = 1, 3, and 7, respectively. (We note that larger size images of the plots in Figures 6-11 are given as separate files/figures in the supplied Supplementary Information document, Figures SI.1 through SI.5, respectively). Figure 10 shows the effect of pH at a solvent correction energy of −0.20 eV/mol. We would like to point out that in the Volcano Plots, Figures 6-10 , the color axis for activity is given as log 10 of the maximum thermodynamic activity of the mechanism(s) studied. The maximum activity with a thermodynamic overbarrier of 0 eV at the RLS would therefore have an activity of 10 12 if a prefactor of 10 12 was assumed for all steps (as was done in this analysis). This activity is in the spirit of previous treatments in the literature as pioneered by Norskov et al. [8] . At 298 K, therefore, a maximal thermodynamic barrier of 0.4 eV would correspond to a predicted activity of 10 5 s −1 .
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Effects of Element Dopants in Graphene Substrate under Catalytic NanoParticle
In the preceding sub-section of this manuscript, the concluding observations were given that at certain pH and solvent correction energy regimes, Cu3Ni catalysts for MDG NP in the ORR may fall on the outer edge of the Volcano Peak. This is a promising observation which could point towards viability of these systems as competing ORR catalyst technologies. However, the theoretical performance of such MDG NP can possibly be further modified by up or downshifting the O* adsorption energy, ∆EadsO * , on them through doping of the graphene support under the MDG NP catalyst. In the preliminary results presented and discussed below, the first possible insight is provided which shows the degree to which the bandwidth of the O* adsorption energy of 4 atom MDG NP can be tuned via doping of the graphene support. Specifically, we present results for the up or downshift of O* adsorption energies, ∆EadsO*, on PdAu, NiCu, and CuNi MD (doped)G NP which provided interesting candidate materials as described and shown in the previous study and discussed in detail in this manuscript.
In Figure 11 we show the Volcano Plot of pH = 0, solvent correction energy = −0.25 eV/mol. In this figure we show the relative position on the x-axis descriptor for N-doped and B-doped graphene with 1 atom directly under the edge of the 4-atom catalyst NP. The upshift or downshift of the adsorption energy of O*, ∆EadsO*, the descriptor, can be seen to be sensitive to the effects of doping. Specifically, for the 3 intermetallic systems CuNi, NiCu, and PdAu, the following observations can be made for the bandwidth of on MD (doped) Graphene NP for the ORR: on average a bandwidth of approximately 0.5 eV, and a lack of common behavior for B downshift/upshift or N downshift/upshift. The persistence of this latter effect with more candidate materials will provide the basis for a more detailed future study, as discussed in the next subsection. 
Candidate Material and Conditions for Optimal 4-atom MDG ORR Catalysts
For the systems analyzed to date, the results indicate that AuPd MDG NP on N-doped graphene fall closest to the predicted volcano maximum. The proximity to the volcano maximum is increased by a shift in the ∆EadsO* descriptor value when the graphene substrate is doped; the proximity is further enhanced if the solvation correction energy and system pH can be controlled at certain values; in this case a solvation energy correction of −0.25 eV/mol and a pH of 0. At weaker solvation or more dilute pH the Volcano Peak could expand out to include some of the NiCu or CuNi MDG NP. The The results shown in Figures 6-10 show several important observations that merit discussion and consideration for future study. First: the stabilization of OH* compared to O*, as described in previous section(s) of this manuscript, is likely sensitive to effects of solvent correction and pH, at certain extrema. Second: as the solvent correction energy increases (becomes less negative) the effect on the Volcano plots is a broadening of the 'horizontal' width of the Volcano Peak combined with a 'vertical' broadening of the area around the peak and an increase in the amount/size of the peak with maximal activity (decrease of the overpotential). This suggests that if in fact our initial assumption on the strength of solvation was overly generous, the catalyst systems reported in this work may offer better overpotential performance (yellow regions moving up the y-axis) and extend to more possible candidate materials (yellow regions growing wider on the x-axis). Third: as the effect (strength) of the solvation correction is reduced, the width of the Volcano Peak at the lowest potentials widens with pH to approximately 1.0, 1.25, 1.50, and 1.75 eV, respectively. Fourth: at a constant pH, the effect of changes to the solvent correction energy can cause the predicted overpotential to change by more than 0.3 eV (Figure 10 ). Fifth: That at certain ranges of solvent correction energy and pH, Cu 3 Ni catalysts start to fall on the border of the yellow region of the Volcano Peak; this is a critical result which hints that it may eventually become possible to engineer Pt-free ORR catalyst systems which offer competing activity and current density to state-of-the-art Pt-based ORR catalysts for PEM Fuel Cells. The optimal materials for operation of ORR electrocatalysis using small 4 atom intermetallic NP on MDG could potentially include less rare and costly constituent elements than Pt; these include Au, Pd, Rh, Ir, Cu, and Ni in various compositions. At the likely pH and solvent stabilization of real working fuel cells, not all of these systems may be thermodynamically or kinetically stable; however, our results provide context for the limits upon which systems may perform and the theoretical overpotentials which they may achieve. Specifically, metallic NP such as Cu 3 Ni are not likely to be stable on MDG at pH values of 0 or 1; working ORR MDG Cu 3 Ni would likely need to be operated at weaker pH to prevent dissolution of durability issues, or larger catalyst NP would potentially overcome this issue [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . (We note larger catalyst NP to be studied are beyond the scope of the work in this manuscript). A way to compensate for the activity (overpotential losses) associated with such a shift could be to modulate the effect of the solvent correction by using unreactive bystander species that promote H-bonding as H 2 O does, or to further stabilize the intermetallic NP to the graphene support through the use of dopants in the graphene that may more strongly chemisorb the NP than pure graphene does. A discussion of the possibilities of this latter effect is given in the next subsection of this manuscript. The strongest outcome of this approach while acknowledging the possible limitations on stability is to emphasize the range of activities and descriptor-value-shifts which are possible when combining pH, solvation, and support dopant.
Effects of Element Dopants in Graphene Substrate under Catalytic NanoParticle
In the preceding sub-section of this manuscript, the concluding observations were given that at certain pH and solvent correction energy regimes, Cu 3 Ni catalysts for MDG NP in the ORR may fall on the outer edge of the Volcano Peak. This is a promising observation which could point towards viability of these systems as competing ORR catalyst technologies. However, the theoretical performance of such MDG NP can possibly be further modified by up or downshifting the O* adsorption energy, ∆E adsO * , on them through doping of the graphene support under the MDG NP catalyst. In the preliminary results presented and discussed below, the first possible insight is provided which shows the degree to which the bandwidth of the O* adsorption energy of 4 atom MDG NP can be tuned via doping of the graphene support. Specifically, we present results for the up or downshift of O* adsorption energies, ∆E adsO * , on PdAu, NiCu, and CuNi MD (doped)G NP which provided interesting candidate materials as described and shown in the previous study and discussed in detail in this manuscript.
In Figure 11 we show the Volcano Plot of pH = 0, solvent correction energy = −0.25 eV/mol. In this figure we show the relative position on the x-axis descriptor for N-doped and B-doped graphene with 1 atom directly under the edge of the 4-atom catalyst NP. The upshift or downshift of the adsorption energy of O*, ∆E adsO * , the descriptor, can be seen to be sensitive to the effects of doping. Specifically, for the 3 intermetallic systems CuNi, NiCu, and PdAu, the following observations can be made for the bandwidth of on MD (doped) Graphene NP for the ORR: on average a bandwidth of approximately 0.5 eV, and a lack of common behavior for B downshift/upshift or N downshift/upshift. The persistence of this latter effect with more candidate materials will provide the basis for a more detailed future study, as discussed in the next subsection.
Candidate Material and Conditions for Optimal 4-atom MDG ORR Catalysts
For the systems analyzed to date, the results indicate that AuPd MDG NP on N-doped graphene fall closest to the predicted volcano maximum. The proximity to the volcano maximum is increased by a shift in the ∆E adsO * descriptor value when the graphene substrate is doped; the proximity is further enhanced if the solvation correction energy and system pH can be controlled at certain values; in this case a solvation energy correction of −0.25 eV/mol and a pH of 0. At weaker solvation or more dilute pH the Volcano Peak could expand out to include some of the NiCu or CuNi MDG NP. The results described above provide a preliminary set of investigations on this effect. More work is underway to characterize this effect (doping shift to descriptor bandwidth) but is beyond the scope of this manuscript and should be the subject of a future study and publication. Specifically, identification of trends and mixing rules between dopants and intermetallic composition, as well as NP size effect, are key to finding the truly optimal MDG NP Catalyst for the ORR.
Conclusions
Plane-wave DFT calculations were performed to investigate the wide bandwidths in adsorption energies of O* and OH* (key intermediates in the catalytic oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)) of small 4 atom alloy/intermetallic composition nanoparticles supported on graphene and doped graphene (doping via B or N atoms). The previously reported observation of single RLS in the oxophilic region of the associated Volcano plot was examined and explained. The seeming contradiction with the performance of single crystal FCC (111) ORR catalysts, which show an O* hydrogenation RLS, was explained via the thermodynamic inversion of the hydrogenation energetics on 4-atom MDG NP. The analysis was supplemented with a study on the Volcano Peak and descriptor location relative to the peak when the solvation correction energy and pH of the system were allowed to vary between the prior assumptions and other competing extrema/limits. Results from the calculations across composition and site-type of the MDG NP candidates-and at various pH and solvent correction energies-explain the interesting (and counter-intuitive) result that there is no regime in the identified Volcano Plot for ORR on these materials whereby this possible RLS exists [1, [5] [6] [7] . This effect is due to the fact that these small MDG have different site preference for O* and OH* and the corresponding energetics for the hydrogenation thermodynamics of O* to OH* cause an inversion from highly exergonic to only mildly endergonic even on the most strongly of oxophilic MDG systems studied.
This surprising result carries further significance as it was identified that the bond-counting hypothesis for the predicted slope between ∆E adsOH * to ∆E adsO * is almost identical to that found on the single crystal FCC (111) surfaces widely studied in the literature (value of slope~0.5). The qualitative explanation for this phenomenon lies in the observation in this work that OH* is further stabilized on these small MDG catalysts compared to the corresponding single crystal surfaces because the MDG themselves are stabilized by the chemisorption; they are not strongly chemisorbed to the graphene support themselves. This observation is however sensitive to the specific solvation energy correction and pH the system is assumed to be run at. Future work should consider a dependence of this effect on NP size, and how generalizable this effect is to various compositional changes around the 75/25 intermetallic composition. The conclusions from this work and from related future studies can be used to compare down to the Single Atom Catalysts (SAC), which are currently under much study in the literature and combined to form an optimal design plan for nanoscale Pt-free ORR catalysts. Author Contributions: R.B.R. was responsible for the majority of writing, editing, final analysis of data presented and discussed in this manuscript, and supervision of T.L. research work. T.L. was responsible for performing calculations, preliminary data analysis, and formulation of manuscript structure, and initial creation of the manuscript outline.
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